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About This Game

Hop on the Puzzle Train with us!

For thousands of years people have dreamed about traveling.

As a species we have achieved a lot - millions of railroad kilometers, endless highways and the fact that at any given moment
there are half a million people flying around in the sky. We are even on the verge of space-tourism. However, the most

important journey is still beyond our reach... Or is it?

The Ancient Greeks built the first railroads around the year 600 BCE.

In 1895 the Lumiere Brothers were the first to capture a train on a moving picture.

These are two amazing achievements but we need to evolve further.

In 2018, The House of Fables has combined virtual reality with a childhood dream. We created a video game which offers you
the chance to relive those innocent memories.

Virtual Reality gives us more than we realize. Time-travel isn’t a physical reality (as far as we know), but a ride down the
memory line is.
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We developed Trains VR as a bridge between the present and the past.
A childhood dream combined with the newest technology.

Hop on the locomotive and travel back to your past!

Don’t try to time-travel to your past. Bring it back with Trains VR!

Trains VR is a puzzle game that gives you the ultimate opportunity to find the best-fitting solution to railroad problems and
relive your childhood:

Challenge yourself with 40 levels of logical puzzles that have multiple solutions.

Dive into a fantasy world of locomotives, train stations and magical stars that you will have to collect.

Become a master builder and the fastest conductor of all!

Build, Ride, Fail, Repeat and solve puzzles!!
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 30 Aug, 2018
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Killing Nazis like it's my job! Oh wait.... Honey moon. Retro.
. Do you remember Carmageddon?
- Did you like Carmageddon?
- Did had really enjoy playing Carmageddon?
In that case, search no more, the new and improved Carmageddon is here! It doesn't have the same name, but i really, really
recommend this to you if you want to Squash some zombies and destroy some cars!. This DLC is not necessarily bad, but there
are issue revolving around the USMC campaign. The first battle was good and showed a promise for the rest of the DLC. But
then there was Tarawa, the second battle. There is an unnecessary amount of tanks and troops that can tank 3-5 shots. I couldn't
progress because my allies didn't bother using the boats or didn't bother with taking the points. This combination of BS adds up
to a near impossible way to complete the game. Its like they gave the Japanese lots of amount unhistorical bias and gave the
USMC near to zero advantages. Overall, this DLC can give a neat expierence if it works, but if it doesn't get ready for an
impossible array of tanks and BS troops.. Funny, hard and interesting game. Similar to Trine series !. "Hardest and most Rage
Inducing Parking Game in The World".
Gotta say that's actually true.
The controls of the cars are sharp, so you are to be very precise, when getting over the obstacles.
The neon graphics and the synthwave themed music are pretty nice,
Sadly, there are not too many tracks, however, they are quite unique.

7.5\/10. great game but:
i think this game can use more detail, also it would be nicer to have new airports and new types of challenges. another thing that
would make this game better is adding emergencys and new plane types/ airlines. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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This game isn't that hard, or wouldn't be that hard if the controls were better. The controls simply don't function on the level
they should. It feels like you are trying to push a brick through a vat of butter. Whatever that feels like. I typically like games
that are difficult and punishing. Unfortunately this game doesn't feel difficult it just is hard because the mechanics are broken..
I have always favored games where you made real choices. In most games with such choices it's little more than a 2 way branch,
or nothing but choosing a particular ally before going right back to the same path. Railroading bores me. Heroes Rise... Does
not. The choices felt like actual choices, with actual consequences, influinced by prior choices and changing future choices you
might have. This gave the game a fluid feeling and made it actually feel like those choices really mattered and influinced the
world.

At the end of the game I got to see my choices come to a head, and got to see the results of those choices. I was particularly
pleased when my decisions caused almost every conflict I was going to have, break down into infighting as half my enemies
joined me instead. Knowing what I did made such a difference was an extremely satisfying feeling, one that most games do not
offer. The focus on story rather than flashy graphics allowed the game to become something far greater than the pretty but.
frankly, boring games I usually get to see or play, and certainly left me eager for more. I look forward to what this developer
produces next.. A terrible and simplistic clone of Prelogate, at double the price and one quarter of the quality. Rotating the
pieces is incredibly awkward. The UI is tiny. The puzzles have only one solution by giving you only the necessary pieces to use.
I highly recommend Prelogate if you think this game might be for you. It has achievements, and you can finish levels in
different ways with challenges (least pieces used, least space travelled by lasers, and one other I think).. I think the game is
amazing and the idea of this kind of game is executed very well. The double jumping and the fact that you have to climb to
places to be able to reach enemies is a nice challenge. I like the idea of the customisation for your character I was always really
into making your own persona in a game. The game is in a good quality for a early access game. There are things that could be
improved such as longer range for the bullets and I think temporary power ups such as jet packs maybe could be added at some
point. I played for like 30 minutes so far and it was great. 9.5\/10. Wow that game is good! Just finished my "unfinished" first
playthrough! It's a really nice adventure, I felt like all of my choices where independent and that the story really followed my
actions... 10/10 worth my money and WAITING FOR PART 2 SO EAGERLY. In my opinion, the game is not bad.
Despite the art and script might be a little off, but i like the idea of the VN game unlike other.

:3. The Talent 2 is a familiar sight along German railways, particularly in Bavaria, and it's a very welcome addition to the TS
catalogue, after a long wait.

Pros:
+Acceleration and braking are very good
+PZB and SIFA now function as they should
+Great visuals
+Great sounds
+Nice scenarios

Cons:
-Controls are a big laggy

Overall, a must-buy for any German enthusiast, and a great addition to Munich-Garmisch. Watchout for your lifespan!

Its addicting!
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